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About This Game

The highly anticipated sequel to the critically acclaimed game Act of War: Direct Action picks up where the techno-thriller left
off. On the eve of the U.S. Presidential elections, simultaneous terrorist attacks hit both candidates. Clues point to corrupt

elements within the U.S. military, but also to the shadowy organization known as the Consortium.
You take on the role of U.S. Army Brigadier General Jason Richter, a career soldier and former commander of the 1st Special
Forces (Delta Force) who has been given control of an elite new anti-terrorist unit: Task Force TALON. From massive enemy
assaults to delicate hostage extractions, from classified spy missions to search-and-destroy onslaughts, Task Force TALON is

deployed to engage the enemy in hotspots around the globe. Using near-future weaponry, Richter's men will be pushed to their
mental and physical limits to contain a powerful unpredictable enemy bent on toppling the governments of the world.

Ultra-realistic modern military RTS with massive new features for both single and multiplayer

Over 50 new multiplayer maps and new single player campaign

Three new online multiplayer modes and customization options

Naval combat with advanced water physics and expanded technologies
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Nine different mercenaries to expand the gameplay experience

Over 50 new ships, tanks, planes, soldiers, and upgrades

Enhanced A.I., graphics, artillery and aircraft handling, and much more!
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Title: Act of War: High Treason
Genre: Action
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Eugen Systems
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
Act of War
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Videos won't work for me so it's tough to find out the clues by myself.
Weird game, too abstract, if that's possible. The controls make the screen transitions quite difficult. The graphics are horrible
and I don't like the style of the game.
Overall, the game itself is really boring. Good thing I got it so cheap included in a big bundle!. Princess Evangile is honestly one
of the strongest VN's out there. Whilst it doesn't do anything particularly new, or revolutionary, it does a fantastic job on what it
does do. The game itself is split into 26 Chapters, which makes one full playthrough take around 40 hours give or take. I have
finished one route in the original, and am in the process of doing another in the Sequel (w/ Happiness).

Now, as someone already has mentioned, if this game appeals to you, pick up the 18+ edition from Manga Gamer directly. I feel
that the game itself benefits a lot more from it. w/ Happiness includes the common route for this game, but it doesn't include the
actual routes for any of the four heroines in this game. If you are looking to play this, I highly recommend picking both the
original and the sequel, and then playing through w/ Happiness's common route. It means you can skip a lot of the game to get
directly to the route you want, as with Happiness includes 9 routes instead of this versions 4.

Princess Evangile has Rise, Chiho, Ritsuko, and Ayaka.
Princess Evangile w/ Happiness has a follow up route for those 4 heroines, and new routes for Marika, Mitsuki, Tamie, Ruriko,
and Konomi.

Overall, I'd say this VN is definitely the strongest bang for your buck out there, as I can honestly see it taking 300 hours for all
of the playthroughs.

My breakdown:

PROS:
+ Art. Moonstone's game's all have beautiful art. Everything here is of suberb quality, from the CG's, to the sprites and
backgrounds. Not once did I think it was poorly made.
+ Characters. Every character is likeable in their own way, and almost all of them have a sprite and voice acting to go with it.
+ Long. Once again, this thing is really long. I'm not that fast of a reader, and I get distracted a lot, but it is definitely lengthy.
Took me well over 50 hours to do Rise's route. For anyone else, this could be anywhere between 35 to 45. Excellent value for
money.
+ Voice acting. Full Japanese Voice Acting. Whilst I don't speak the language, I can definitely tell they each did a great job at
playing their character.
+ Great dramatic story moments. Whilst some moments were cliche (see the cons), there was some amazingly well done scenes,
in particular at the pinnacle of some of the character arcs (Marika in particular). Helped make the experience memorable.

CONS:
- Protagonist. The protagonist is easily my least favourite part of this game. The guy is in high school, took a year off to work,
and somehow has more life experience than my entire family combined. This guy has managed to travel halfway across the
world on a fishing trip, work with computers in an office, manage to do a jobs in replenishment, all whilst continuously moving
around with his father. At the start, he was fine, but over time it really♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥me off that he's just a jack of all trades
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with no weaknesses. On top of that, he's a pretty blatant self-insert (not neccessarily a bad thing), that the writers try to pass off
as an interesting character. If you play the game, you'll see what I mean. It hurts the experience (which is why the character
rating isn't a 10), but it definitely isn't worth dropping the game over.
- Choices. This game has what my friends and I have coined "If My Heart Had Wings Syndrome". 50 hours of gameplay, and
maybe 7 choices in total. 3 don't even matter, and don't do much at all.
- Locked in too quickly. The first decision that makes you locked into your route is done well before you learn the story behind
the girls. I'm pretty sure Ritsuko is in like, four scenes max, before the first choice. And Chiho barely has any presence until
after that first choice. It was frustrating as I'm fairly certain I would have enjoyed the game much more (and I would've changed
routes) if I was given more time to decide.
- Cliche. The plot itself is very cliche. Whilst it is done well, it is very blatant what will happen for most of the game.
- Generic soundtrack. Weak and inoffensive. I muted it after the first hour for my own music (turning it back on a few times
during the story to see if it was any better (it wasn't)). Would have benefitted a lot more with better music.

-Scores-
Story: 7
Characters: 9
Art: 9
Music: 5
Enjoyment: 8

Overall: 8/10

tl;dr, one of the best VN's out there, but pick up the 18+ version from Manga Gamer directly.

_____
Frost |  Steam Profile
Follow our  Curator Page
Join our Curator Discord[discord.gg]. I really enjoy the rougelike elements and it has potential to be really good looking forward
to development. Quite buggy.. This game is Dope yo
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There is really nothing remarkable about this game at all. It's World In Conflict without the amazing story, fun gameplay, and
stellar graphics. The cinematic camera is a neat feature, but only helps to emphazise the tactical depth of this game. Click here,
click here, hit the camera button, and watch the action unfold. One campaign chronicles the done to death Invasion of
Normandy, and adds nothing of interest to the table, unlike Company of Heroes.

The other campaign is the defense of German held territory on the Eastern Front from Soviet forces looking to push them all the
way to Berlin. Still, the game is so mind numbingly dull and unoriginal that I did not even bother seeing if the second campaign
had any more redeemable quality than the first. Just avoid, and check out Company of Heroes or Men of War instead.. Good
quality for first game release. Just wanna support the developers. Kind of puzzle-miner game with some elements of rpg. Many
different levels with difficulty progression where you need to find best way to go toward target.. Very good game, I'm a long
time fan of the series and this one is no exception.
My only complaints are that it's very long, and that it's very similar to previous iterations, with only a few new mechanics to
make the game feel unique from other EBF games as well as itself. Definitely worth playing though, it's a good game with nice
art and soundtrack, and phenomenally good combat considering the turn-based system. Good difficulty as well.. If you like
QTE's, this is for you. That is all this appears to be. Having played 14 minutes and got on the 3rd foe, I could not recommend
this.. I hope they keep comming out with more DLC packages. i have them all. Very pleased with this game. I hope the next
DLC they come out with involes suspension parts. Maybe some custom stero parts. Keep up the good work guys and girls.. The
game is average, good for a bit of fun and it's worth the 1$ it asks for, if you're a fan of the infinite shoot'em up genre, grab this
one for the collection, complete the achievements and forget about it.
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